I. INTRODUCTION
Acceleration of projectiles of dense matter to hypervelocities has been a challenge for science and technology for a long time. Currently, this topic is of high relevance for contemporary research in the high energy-density physics (HEDP), 1 inertial confinement fusion (ICF), 2 nuclear physics, 3 and space research. 4, 5 Various schemes of the acceleration were proposed and their ability to reach projectile parameters not attainable with the use of chemical propellants had been demonstrated. These include electromagnetic rail guns, 6 Van de Graaf accelerators, 4 Z-pinch machines, 7 coaxial plasma guns, 8 and laser-driven accelerators. 2, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Among these, only laser-driven acceleration schemes are presently capable of accelerating dense matter (usually plasma) projectiles (i.e., compact macroscopic objects of the average electron density of the order of 10 22 cm À3 or higher) to velocities in the range 100-1000 km/s. 2, 9, 10, 14 The most commonly used scheme of laser-driven dense projectile acceleration relies on the so called ablative acceleration (AA). 2, 9, 10, 14 In the AA scheme, the surface of a solid target is subject to an intense irradiation (either directly by the laser beam or indirectly via secondary radiation induced by the laser), which leads to the creation of a hot plasma that expands backward, thus accelerating the remaining denser part of the target (the projectile) in the forward direction via the "rocket effect." 2 The AA scheme is the mainstay of the ICF research, where it is used to accelerate and compress DT fuel in fusion targets 2, 14 or to accelerate a microprojectile to ignite the fuel by the impact. 9, 15, 16 Unfortunately, this scheme has a relatively low energetic efficiency of acceleration g acc ¼ E p /E L , where E p is the kinetic energy of the projectile and E L is the energy supplied by the laser driver, which in practice is below 10%. 2, 14, 16 There have been various attempts to increase the efficiency of laser-driven acceleration: using a cannonball-like fusion target (CBT), 17 employing the reverse acceleration scheme (RAS), 18 as well as applying double ablation (DA), 9, 19 or two-color irradiation (TCI). 20 However, either an increase in g acc in the proposed schemes is relatively small (DA and TCI) [within a factor $ 2 (Ref. 19 )] or their practical usefulness has not been demonstrated (CBT and RAS).
The AA scheme has also another limitation: the maximum attainable velocity of the projectile is limited due to the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability to about 10 8 cm/s. This limit for the projectile velocity may be shifted to relativistic velocities by relying on the radiation pressure acceleration (RPA) (Refs. 11, 13, and [21] [22] [23] [24] [also referred to as skin-layer ponderomotive acceleration -SLPA (Refs. 13, 25, and 26) ]. In the RPA scheme, an ion (plasma) bunch is driven by the radiation (photon) pressure of a short (ps or sub-ps) laser pulse of high intensity (I L ) 10 18 W/cm 2 ). The efficiency of these schemes may reach tens of percent 13, 21, 22 in the relativisitic regime. Unfortunately, at high but non-relativistic velocities, which are important for many applications (e.g., for ICF and HEDP), the acceleration efficiency in the RPA scheme is lower 13, 23 and can be comparable to that in the AA scheme. In this paper, we propose and investigate a novel, highly efficient scheme of laser-driven acceleration of dense matter, which combines the old idea of conventional gun with the ideas of the cannonball target and radiation pressure acceleration. Apart from very high energetic efficiency, significantly higher than that achieved so far, the proposed scheme has a potential to accelerate dense projectiles to neara) E-mail: jan.badziak@ifpilm.pl. relativistic velocities. Hereafter, this scheme will be referred to as laser-induced cavity pressure acceleration (LICPA).
II. LASER-INDUCED CAVITY PRESSURE ACCELERATION
In the LICPA scheme (Fig. 1) , a projectile placed in a cavity is irradiated by a laser beam introduced into the cavity through a hole; the projectile is then accelerated in a guiding channel (cylindrical or conical) by the pressure created in cavity by the laser-produced hot plasma expanding from the irradiated side of the projectile and from the cavity walls or by the photon (radiation) pressure of the ultra-intense laser radiation trapped in the cavity. An important part of the scheme is the guiding channel, which plays a role similar to that of a barrel in a conventional gun, allowing the accelerating forces to act for an extended period of time, as well as collimating and compressing the plasma projectile.
Depending on the laser intensity and the pulse length, different regimes of the LICPA accelerator operation can be distinguished. At relatively low laser intensities and moderately long laser pulses (say, at I L < 10 17 W/cm 2 and s L > 10 À11 s), we can speak about a pure hydrodynamic LICPA regime, as the dominating force driving the projectile is due to the hydrodynamic pressure of hot plasma produced and confined in the accelerator cavity. In this regime, there is an upper limit for the pulse length s , we may speak about a mixed LICPA regime, as, in this case, there is a complicated interplay between hydrodynamic and photon pressure and a large amount of non-thermal hot electrons is produced.
In the following, the basic properties of the LICPA accelerator working in the hydrodynamic regime (Sec. III) and the photon pressure regime (Sec. IV) are discussed in detail. Preliminary results of our studies of the hydrodynamic LICPA accelerator have been presented in Ref. 27 .
III. THE HYDRODYNAMIC LICPA ACCELERATOR
To understand basic properties of the hydrodynamic LICPA accelerator and to estimate its energetic efficiency, we performed a series of experiments using 1x (k ¼ 1.315 lm) or 3x (k ¼ 0.438 lm) beams of the kilojoule PALS laser facility, 28 supplemented by advanced hydrodynamic simulations. The energy of the laser pulse (of 0.3 ns duration) varied from 50 J up to 400 J and the laser intensity on the target varied from 2 Â 10 14 W/cm 2 up to 5 Â 10 15 W/cm 2 . In the experiments, we measured dimensions of craters produced in the massive Al target (placed close to the accelerator guiding channel exit) by the plasma projectile produced and accelerated in the LICPA accelerator (using the replica technique). We also measured the characteristics of the plasma flux leaving the guiding channel in a close vicinity of the channel exit (by means of interferometry or shadowgraphy using the three-frame interferometric system with the 2x PALS laser probe beam 29 ) and at a distance of 30 cm from the channel exit on the laser beam axis (by means of the time-of-flight method using ion collectors 2 , and l t ¼ 6, 10, 20, 50, and 75 lm for Al (þ2.5 lm mylar or 5 lm polystyrene); the cavity and the channel walls material: Au or Al. The results of measurements obtained for the LICPA accelerators were compared with the those obtained for the AA schemes with the same geometrical and material parameters as LICPA, but without a cavity, and the same laser beam energy and intensity on the foil target. The comparison was done for a majority of the considered configurations for both cylindrical and conical accelerators. Moreover, some results obtained with the use of LICPA accelerator were compared with those for the direct laser-target (Al massive, CH, or CD 2 ) interaction (the L-T scheme). To obtain credible results, more than 300 high-energy ($50 -400 J) laser shots were done in three experimental campaigns. The selected results presented in this paper are representative of the large quantity of the collected data. The conclusions reached in this note are valid for all investigated LICPA and AA schemes.
The key parameter of the accelerated projectile is its kinetic energy. An effective indirect way to estimate this energy is to measure the volume of the crater produced by FIG. 1. Two geometries of laser-driven accelerators of dense matter using LICPA: (a) the cylindrical accelerator and (b) the conical accelerator.
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Phys. Plasmas 19, 053105 (2012) the collision of the projectile with a massive target. Since the scaling laws that relate the crater volume and the projectile energy were not available in the literature, we had to resort to numerical simulations; these were done using a 2-dimensional hydrodynamic PALE code. 31 The code employs the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method 32 to overcome the difficulties connected with distorsion and tangling of the moving Lagrangian mesh. It uses compatible staggered Lagrangian scheme 33 for the Lagrangian step, several different methods for mesh smoothing, and swept area remapping 34 for conservative interpolation of the hydrodynamical quantities from the Lagrangian computational mesh to the smoothed one. Heat conductivity with heat flux limiting is treated by the mimetic method 35 with classical Spitzer-Harm heat conductivity coefficient. The laser absorption (the collisional and the resonance one) is modeled by ray tracing. The code is routinely used to simulate lasertarget interactions, 31, 36 mainly for the interpretation of experiments performed at the PALS laser facility.
The hydrodynamic simulations presented in this paper are performed in two phases. In the first phase, the laser absorption is simulated together with the ablative acceleration of the projectile through the channel. This simulation is stopped in the moment (long after the end of the laser pulse) when the moving projectile reaches the end of the channel. At this point, the snapshot of computed hydrodynamic quantities is saved and then interpolated to a new initial computational mesh, providing the initial conditions for the second phaseimpact simulation. The impact of the accelerated projectile into the massive Al target creates a crater in the target. By the simulated crater, we understand the region of evaporated and melted aluminum. The growth of the crater volume stops at certain time (much longer for LICPA than AA) when there is not enough energy available to melt the Al target further. This gives us the volume and shape of the simulated crater.
The replicas of the craters produced in the massive Al target by plasma projectiles are shown in Fig. 2 , and quantitative results showing the dependence of the crater volume on the laser energy in the LICPA and AA schemes with different geometries are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. For all geometries and laser parameters that were used, the volumes of craters produced by the projectiles driven in the LICPA accelerators were significantly bigger than those obtained with projectiles driven by AA, by a factor of 20 for the 3x beam (Figs. 3 and 4) and a factor of 100 and more for the 1x beam (Fig. 4) .
The craters produced by the plasma projectile driven in the LICPA accelerator were also compared with the craters created in the massive Al target by a direct laser-target interaction (the L-T scheme), as well as craters formed by the CH foil directly irradiated by the laser beam and accelerated in free space (the distance between the CH foil and the Al target L CH-Al was equal to the channel length L Ch in the LICPA scheme). We observed that the craters produced in the L-T scheme were smaller by a factor of 20-50 than in the LICPA case. In the case of CH foil target accelerated in free space, no clear crater was produced at L CH-Al ¼ L Ch . We also measured the craters produced by the CH target driven by LICPA but in the scheme without a guiding channel. In this case, both the volumes and depths of craters produced at L CH-Al ¼ L Ch ¼ 1, 2, or 3 mm were an order of magnitude smaller than in the case of "complete" LICPA accelerator containing the guiding channel. This measurement proves that the guiding channel really plays a key role in the LICPA accelerator and it can significantly enhance projectile parameters. In addition to experimental results, we also show in Figs. 3 and 5 the results of numerical simulations of the plasma projectile acceleration and its collision with the massive Al target. Simulations were performed for the LICPA and AA schemes in the cylindrical geometry. The volumes of the craters and their shapes predicted by the simulation match fairly well those obtained experimentally: the volumes for LICPA scheme appear to be underestimated by a factor $1.3, and for AA scheme (3x beam), they are overestimated by a factor $1.6. It is of key importance that, in spite of a relatively small difference in the total absorption coefficient for LICPA and AA (the difference was 25%-60% for 3x), the predicted (and measured) crater volumes for LICPA are more than an order of magnitude higher than those attained with AA. The main reason for this is the fact that in the AA scheme more than 70%-80% of the absorbed energy is converted into the energy of ablating plasma (which is lost in this scheme) and only $10% or less of the absorbed energy is transformed in the kinetic energy of the projectile (remaining part of the absorbed energy goes into the projectile thermal energy). In the LICPA scheme, almost all energy of the ablated plasma is confined in the cavity, and most of this energy can be transformed in the kinetic energy of the projectile. Thus, in a well optimized LICPA scheme, the main "un-useful" part of the absorbed energy can be only the thermal energy of the projectile and the hydrodynamic efficiency of acceleration g h ¼ E p =E abs L can reach even 90%. It is also important that (as it results from our simulations) the plasma projectile accelerated in the LICPA scheme is not only faster but also much more dense (by an order of magnitude for the cylindrical scheme) and compact than in the AA scheme.
A significant enhancement of parameters of the plasma projectiles in the case of the LICPA scheme is confirmed by interferometric and ion diagnostic, as shown in Figs. 6-8. It can be seen that the plasma flux leaving the LICPA accelerator is denser, faster (the average velocity of dense plasma in the channel reaches $2 Â 10 7 cm/s), and carries much more electrons (and ions) than the plasma flux flowing out of the channel in the AA accelerator. Our calculations of the plasma outflow velocity, dN e /dt, based on the three-frame interferometric measurements (Fig. 7) , proved that the values of dN e /dt for the plasma outflows for the LICPA scheme (both in the cylindrical and conical geometry) are higher by at least a factor of 10 than the ones for the AA scheme, even when the high-density (opacity) zone for LICPA (seen in Fig. 6 
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Badziak et al. Phys. Plasmas 19, 053105 (2012) neglected in the calculations. A considerable enhancement of the ion current at the distance of 30 cm from the end of the channel is also clearly seen, as shown in Fig. 8 . Relying on the fact that experimental results and numerical predictions shown in Fig. 3 are fairly consistent, we may try to estimate the acceleration efficiency, g acc ¼ E p /E L , for the LICPA and AA schemes. Fig. 9 presents the acceleration efficiency in these schemes, as given by the numerical simulation using the PALE code, performed for the physical conditions identical to those assumed for the results presented in Fig. 3 . The value of g acc computed for LICPA and AA (3x), corresponds to the kinetic energy E p (E L ), which results in the crater volume V c (E L ) in the numerical scaling laws plotted in Fig. 3 . It was taken into account that the total projectile energy E tot p ¼ E p þ E i p , where E i p is the internal (thermal) projectile energy computed together with E tot p and E p . The acceleration efficiency for LICPA changes very slowly with the laser energy/intensity (the projectile energy increases almost linearly with an increase in E L ), and for both 1x and 3x, it reaches the values in the range of 70%-80%. The efficiency for AA increases with increasing E L and reaches 10.6% for 3x and 4.4% for 1x. Thus, the ratio R g ¼ g LICPA acc =g AA acc of the acceleration efficiencies in the LICPA scheme and the AA scheme decreases with E L from the value 11 to 7 for 3x and from the value 34 to 16 for 1x. Being very conservative, we may thus conclude that, for both the 1x and the 3x laser beam and for the range of laser pulse energies and intensities relevant for our experiment, the efficiency of the LICPA accelerator can reach values above 50%, i.e., values higher than in the AA scheme by a factor of at least 5 for the 3x beam and a factor of at least 10 for the 1x beam.
IV. THE PHOTON PRESSURE-DRIVEN LICPA ACCELERATOR
To demonstrate basic properties of the LICPA accelerator in the photon pressure regime and to compare it with the conventional RPA scheme, we will use results of 1-dimensional (1D) numerical particle-in cell (PIC) simulations as well as a simple analytic model of the accelerator, which generalizes the well known light-sail acceleration model. 24, 37 In the simulations, we assumed that both the laser radiation in the cavity and the irradiated overdense target (projectile) are homogeneous in the directions perpendicular to the laser radiation propagation axis. The laser radiation, introduced into the cavity through a hole (see Fig. 1 ), is reflected from the target in the direction opposite to the laser beam, then reflected again at the inner cavity wall (with the intensity reflection coefficient R c ), at a distance L c from the target, and redirected back towards the target. As a result, the radiation circulates in the cavity, building up the photon (radiation) pressure in the cavity that accelerates the target. To simulate the plasma projectile dynamics, we used the relativistic 1D PIC code, 38 which is a modified version of the well known LPICþþ code 39 adapted to our needs. In the simulations, a laser beam interacts with a target consisting of a FIG. 8. The ion current density of plasma driven by the 3x laser beam in the LICPA and AA cylindrical schemes (of parameters as in Fig. 6 ) as well as of the plasma produced at the direct interaction of the beam with 25-lm CD 2 planar target. Note that the ion current densities for the AA scheme and the planar foil (the L-T scheme) are magnified by the factor 5 in the figure. The ion current density is by more than a factor 10 higher and the mean ion energy is by more than a factor 4 higher for LICPA than those for AA and L-T.
FIG. 9.
The acceleration efficiency of plasma projectiles driven in the LICPA and AA cylindrical schemes (with parameters as in Fig. 3) , as a function of laser energy. Note that the acceleration efficiency for the AA scheme is magnified by the factor 5 in the figure.   FIG. 7 . Plasma outflow velocity as a function of time for the plasma flowing out of the channel in the LICPA and AA cylindrical schemes with the same parameters as in Fig. 6 . Note that the outflow velocity for AA scheme is magnified by the factor 10 in the figure. homogeneous layer of fully ionized plasma of L T thickness and an exponential preplasma layer on the target's front side of the density gradient scale length L n ¼ 0.25 lm. The simulations were performed for four different ion species: H þ , Be 4þ , C 6þ , and Al 13þ of realistic ion masses m i and densities n i ¼ zn e (z is the ion charge state and n e is the electron density). The value of L T was selected in such a way that the areal mass density r h ¼ qL T was the same for each target and equal to r h ¼ 4 Â 10 À4 g/cm 2 (it means that, e.g., for the carbon plasma, L T ¼ 2 lm, n i ¼ 10 23 cm
À3
, and for the hydrogen plasma, L T ¼ 28.6 lm, n i ¼ 0.84 Â 10 23 cm
). However, the total areal mass density r, which also incorporates the areal mass density of the preplasma layer, was a bit different for each kind of plasmas (L n was the same for plasmas of different q), which enabled us to observe the sensitivity of the projectile parameters on r both in the PIC simulations and the analytic model. Since one of the important possible applications of the LICPA accelerator is the ICF fast ignition, the laser beam parameters (the target parameters as well) were selected to be relevant to the ion fast ignition scenario. 40, 41 In particular, we assumed a circularly polarized laser pulse of the wavelength k ¼ 1.06 lm, the duration (FWHM) s L ¼ 2 ps, and a super-Gaussian profile
21 W/cm 2 (which for the focal spot size of 50 lm corresponds to 100 kJ /50 PW laser pulse). The cavity length L c was varied in the range 40-160 lm, and the cavity wall reflection coefficient was assumed, rather conservatively, R c ¼ 0.64 (1/3 of the radiation reflected from the target is lost in each cycle due to imperfectness of the wall reflectivity and an escape of the radiation through the hole).
The analytic model of the photon pressure-driven LICPA accelerator generalizes the light-sail (LS) acceleration model 24, 37 to incorporate circulation of the laser radiation in the accelerator cavity. In the LS model, the equation of motion for a target (projectile) of the areal mass density r ¼ Ð l t 0 qðlÞdl (q is the mass density and l t is the total thickness of the target), being accelerated by a radiation (photon) pressure of a laser pulse with the intensity I(t) may be conveniently written in the form:
, w ¼ ct -x is the retarded time variable, and we assumed for simplicity that the reflection coefficient for the target R t ¼ 1 (it is a fairly good approximation for circularly polarized laser pulses as in such a case a heating of the target by the pulse is small). To generalize this model to the LICPA scheme, we have to incorporate the effect of reflections inside the cavity. Let us denote by w j the values of w for which the laser pulse reflected from the target strikes the cavity wall at the origin of the coordinate system for the jth time. We may then define a sequence of functions x where R c represents the reflection coefficient from the inner cavity wall. The function w (j) (w) gives the value of the retarded time from the interval [w j À 1 , w j ] characterizing the ray, which after reflection from the accelerated target strikes the inner cavity wall at the instant w belonging to the interval [w j , w j þ 1 ]. This set of formulas allows us to determine the position and the kinetic energy E p of the projectile in a recursive way (or the kinetic energy fluence F p ¼ E p /S when the projectile area S is not defined). Knowing E p (or F p ), we may then to determine the mean ion energy hEi, provided that the ion number (or density) in the projectile is known. Thus, the model provides values of the projectile parameters (e.g., velocity, energy fluence, mean ion energy, and acceleration efficiency) as a function of the acceleration length, which could be compared with the corresponding values from the PIC simulations.
The PIC simulations revealed that the LICPA accelerator produces a compact, near-solid density, quasi-neutral plasma projectile ( Fig. 10 ) with relatively narrow ion energy spectrum (Fig. 11) , propagating with the subrelativistic velocity v p $ 10 10 cm/s. For a fixed value of the areal mass density r of the projectile, the values of the mean ion energy per amu hEi/A, the kinetic energy fluence F p , and, as a result, the acceleration efficiency
is the laser energy fluence) are almost independent of the kind of ions, which form the projectile (Fig. 12) . The acceleration FIG. 10 . Snapshots of the space distributions of the ion charge q i and the electron charge q e for the carbon plasma projectile accelerated in the photon pressure-driven LICPA accelerator of L c ¼ 120
.
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Phys. Plasmas 19, 053105 (2012) efficiency in the LICPA scheme reaches values in excess of 40%, which are by a factor of 2 higher than efficiencies obtained for the radiation pressure acceleration without the cavity enhancement, despite rather conservative assumption on the reflection coefficient inside the cavity R c ¼ 0.64. The predicted parameters of the plasma projectile (which can also be treated as an ion beam) are extremely high, and for the LICPA-driven projectile (ion beam), they are as follows: the ion beam energy fluence F p % 2 GJ/cm 2 , the peak beam intensity I p $ 10 22 W/cm 2 , the peak ion current density j p $ 10 14 A/cm 2 , the ion pulse duration s p < 1 ps. As a matter of comparison, I p is by 2 orders and j p by 7 orders of magnitude higher than those produced by Large Hadron Collider, although the ion energies are here lower by $4-5 orders of magnitude. At the laser energy E L ¼ 100 kJ, the projectile (ion beam) energy reaches E p % 40 kJ. If we also take into account the fact that the ion energy spectra are fairly well matched to the need of optimal stopping power in the compressed DT fuel (at least for Be 4þ , C 6þ , and Al 13þ ), 42 we find that the plasma projectile (ion beam) produced in the LICPA accelerator meets very well the requirements for the ICF ion fast ignition. [41] [42] [43] Fig. 12 also demonstrates good agreement between the results obtained from the PIC simulations and those predicted by the generalized LS model. Relying on the consistency of these predictions, we may estimate the performance of the radiation pressure-driven LICPA accelerator for other values of the laser parameters. In particular, we have found that g acc increases with the ratio 2F L /rc 2 ¼ e, and for e ! 0.5, it is possible to reach g acc % 60 -70% even at a conservative assumption on the cavity parameters (e.g., R c ¼ 0.64, L c ¼ 120 lm). Moreover, the ratio R g 0 ¼ g
RPA acc is increasing with increasing r, which means that the LICPA accelerator can be especially useful for acceleration to very high ()10 8 cm/s) velocities of heavy projectiles, which is of particular interest for HEDP and ICF research.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The measurements performed using various diagnostics, combined with 2-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations have proven that the hydrodynamic LICPA accelerator can produce fast (v p > 10 7 cm/s) and dense plasma projectiles with the energetic efficiency of higher by an order of magnitude compared to the AA. The efficiency of the hydrodynamic accelerator weakly depends on the laser wavelength (contrary to AA), and both for the long-wavelength (NIR) and the short-wavelength (VIS, UV) laser beams, it can reach values in excess of 50%.
The PIC simulations and the generalized LS model have demonstrated that the photon pressure-driven LICPA accelerator can be a highly efficient scheme for acceleration of dense plasma projectiles up to near-relativistic velocities and, in particular, it can produce ultraintense, quasimonoenergetic ion bunches of multi-MeV to multi-GeV ion energy with the energetic efficiency approaching 50%.
The LICPA accelerator may be in principle driven by laser beams covering a broad range of pulse energies, laser intensities ,and pulse lengths, as well as laser wavelengths and repetition rates. As a result, the accelerator can produce dense, fast, and ultrafast projectiles of a wide variety of parameters, which creates a prospect for a broad range of the accelerator applications, particularly in such domains as ICF research (ion fast ignition, impact ignition), HEDP, nuclear physics, medicine (e.g., production of radioisotopes for PET), or pharmacology (e.g., precise drug injection by a LICPA-driven biolistic gun 43, 44 ). 
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